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Abstract

This paper describes a particular inference mechanism which has been success�
fully used for the implementation of an expert system and a generic shell supporting
consulting�type expert systems� The main features of Boolean Constraint Propagation
Networks �BCPN are� the inference �ows in all directions� unlike inference modes of
forward or backward chaining systems� all possible consequences of a fact are derived
as soon as the user enters the fact� therefore the system is very interactive� if the user
withdraws an assertion then all propositions depending on it are retracted� the infer�
ence architecture is simple and uniform� After a general description of BCPN we give
an account of the problems encountered and the approaches we used to solve them�
Some possible extensions of the mechanism and its applicability to various areas are
also discussed� The current version of BCPN is written in C�� and took about one
man�year to develop�

Keywords� constraint propagation� inference engine� knowledge�based system� ex�
pert system�

� Introduction

Expert systems have been around for more than two decades now� There exist a vast
variety of architectures for Knowledge�Based Systems� most of which have quite sophisticated
and complex control strategies� This variety is motivated by the very di�erent properties
which application domains possess �for example backward chaining is probably suitable for
a diagnosing ES but unsuitable for an automated design system�� Below we describe the
type of applications for which BCPN seems an appropriate inference mechanism�
A consulting�type ES possesses a large body of knowledge in a particular domain and tries

to clarify a certain situation and interpret it according to that knowledge in collaboration
with the user� For example many people experience di�culties interpreting taxation laws
because of the large volume of these norms and they need help for the task of 	lling tax
returns� The knowledge is not very complex �typically inferences are not very deep� but the
knowledge base consists of about 
������ atomic facts� Such an expert system may interact
either directly with the user on a personal computer or indirectly through a public service
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o�cer serving as a mediator� Another possible application domain is helping an air travel
agent to 	nd the best ticket fares� and so on�
Domains like these are characterized by the fact that it is not known a priori what kind

of data the user may possess and therefore it is hard to predict the direction of the inference
process� So it seems appropriate to assume that every direction is feasible and to give the
initiative in the hands of the user� Furthermore� it is very useful to indicate to the user every
inference as soon as it is made� so that s�he� knows where the problem�solving is going and
can adjust his�her line of thought correspondingly� The user is never pressed for an answer
s�he simply states what s�he knows and sees relevant for the task�
The BCPN is constructed automatically by translation from a knowledge representation

scheme that is convenient for the knowledge engineers to use to a network of objects� We do
not address the issue of translation in this paper�
The rest of the paper is organized as follows� Section � describes the basic BCPN architec�

ture and propagation process� the procedure for withdrawing previously stated propositions�
the con�ict resolution strategy and a goal propagation scheme� Section � describes certain
problems we encountered with BCPN and some proposed solutions� Section � discusses two
possible extensions to the basic BCPN architecture� Section � contains some concluding
remarks and comparison with other well�known approaches�

� Boolean Constraint Propagation Networks

This section gives a basic description of the BCPN and the inference process in BCPN� We
leave some of the more sophisticated matters for subsequent sections�

��� The BCPN Architecture

A BCPN �in accordance with �
��� is an undirected bipartite graph consisting of two alternat�
ing types of nodes propositions represented by squares and operations or gates represented
by ovals� A sample BCPN is shown on Figure 
�
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Every proposition corresponds to an atomic assertion �e�g� MaritalStatus�married�
entered by the user �in which case it is called a fact� and�or inferred by the system� Propo�
sitions can be in one of the three states True� False and Unknown� Unlike e�g� Doyle ���� no
Contradiction state is allowed because contradictions are not tolerated and are removed
immediately �see section ����� Operations bind the propositions and constrain the possible
combinations of states� It is important to note that although the output pins of the gates are
marked by arrows� the information can �ow in all directions and not only along the arrow�

Impl �stands for implication� gates represent rules in the knowledge base� When the input
proposition of a rule is established to T� the rule �res and an attached list of resolutions is
printed and�or a list of actions is carried out� These resolutions�actions are not part of the
BCPN itself �the logic part of the system� but of the Knowledge Base� KB and BCPN form
two separate levels of the system and the inference is independent on the additional features
of the KB objects� Every parameter and condition imposed on parameter values have a
corresponding proposition but the KB objects have additional properties set of allowed
values� prompt� etc� On the other hand� there are intermediate propositions which do not
correspond to any KB object and are not directly user�accessible �the ones which do not have
a label on the 	gure�� Such propositions are generated during the compilation of boolean
expressions representing the relations between KB objects�

��� Propagation of Boolean Values

The inference process in BCPN is a process of propagation� When the user enters a new fact
through the user interface� the corresponding proposition is changed and noti	es all opera�
tions connected to it about the change� These operations check whether the change a�ects
some of their other pins and if so� notify them appropriately� In turn these propositions
change their values and repeat the procedure recursively� A �wave� of changing propositions
forms and propagates through the network� In order to avoid this wave going back imme�
diately to its initiator �something like a recoil� and to avoid in	nite recursion� there is a
�ag in each proposition signifying whether it is under propagation� We should note that the
user can set a proposition to U� that is to withdraw a fact stated earlier� For ease of under�
standing we explain this in the next section� though it uses basically the same propagation
mechanism�

And a b c


 T T T
� T F F
� T U U
� F T F
� F F F
� F U F
� U T U
� U F F
� U U U

� U U F

Or a b c


 T T T
� T F T
� T U T
� F T T
� F F F
� F U U
� U T T
� U F U
� U U U

� U U T

OneOf a b c


 T F F
� F T F
� F F T
� F U U
� U F U
� U U F
� U U U

Impl a b


 T T
� F T
� F F
� F U
� U T
� U U

Table 
 The operations And� Or� OneOf and Impl

Table 
 shows all allowed value combinations for some of the gates� Of these only OneOf
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needs some explanation it postulates that exactly one of its pins should be T �it is something
like a multi�arity Not� and is used for parameters with mutually exclusive allowed values�
The last �tenth� lines of the And and Or tables do not represent a valid combination for

a three�valued logic gate because if both inputs of a gate are in the third �U� state then
so should be the output �which situation is already accounted for in line ��� But BCPN is
di�erent from Three Valued Logic if the output of an And is established to F then BCPN
cannot deduce anything better than U for either of the inputs� We just know that one
of them must be F but we cannot tell which one� We will see later in Section ��
 that
these �illogical� situations cause problems� This is due to the fact that And and Or are not
reversible operations they lose information�
For e�ciency reasons and to be able to easily increase the arity of operations� we have not

implemented the gates using these tables but rather like explicit algorithms� For example
the algorithm for And is like this �If one of the inputs is F then set the output to F� if all
inputs are T then set the output to T� if the output is T then set all inputs to T� if all pins
except one have values� then set it to F� �the last two clauses propagate from output to
input��
The propagation stops in a certain direction under one of the following cases


� It enters a region of all�U propositions and has insu�cient information to continue
through this region�

�� It tries to set a proposition with a certain value but discovers that the proposition
already has that same value�

�� It reaches a node that is already under propagation�

The 	rst case is signi	cant for large knowledge bases� Such KBs are naturally divided into
modules �topics� which are loaded in memory as indivisible units� Propagation often will not
pass the boundary of a topic because topics are linked weakly� In a typical consultation the
user enters just a small amount of facts and only a small part of the KB and the underlying
BCPN are activated� This is what makes the approach scalable�

��� Propagation of Unknown

The system supports withdrawal of previously stated assertions� All consequences of the
cancelled fact should also be cancelled� To facilitate this� dependency information �justi��
cations� is maintained� similar to Doyle�s TMS ���� First� all facts entered by the user get
marked as such� Second� arrows which link propositions and operations are introduced and
BCPN becomes a directed graph �Figure ���
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There is an arrow from an operation to a proposition if the operation has set �or tried
to set� that proposition�s value� there is an arrow going the other way if the value of the
proposition caused �or tried to cause� a change at some of the other pins of the gate� It
is possible to have arrows going both ways in the case the user enters �con	rms� already
inferred data �e�g� the rightmost gate on Figure ���
An important design consideration for BCPN is that the order of presentation of facts

should have no impact on the BCPN state� only the set of facts should� We paid par�
ticular attention to save this property and this is why the clauses �or tried to set� in the
previous paragraph are there �see the second propagation�stopping condition in the previous
subsection��
The dependency arrows can always be computed anew starting from the founding facts

but it is more e�cient to cache them explicitly�
When a proposition is to be set to U �that is� unset�� it 	rst checks whether it is a fact�

If this is not so �it is deduced� then nothing happens� because even if the user says �I don�t
not know what this value is�� the system knows it� If however it is a fact� then its �fact� �ag
is cleared� Then the proposition checks whether there are some propositions which support
it �through neighboring operations� and who themselves are supported by still existing facts
�they are �well�founded��� This is done by propagating the question �Are there any facts
supporting you�� recursively� It would not be enough to check locally for outside support
because there may be a loop of propositions supporting one another �circular support� which
used to be justi	ed by the withdrawn fact and now is to be broken� The same fact�gathering
mechanism is used for con�ict resolution� as described in the next subsection�
If there are no supporting facts then the proposition eventually becomes U and noti	es

all neighbor operations of the change� If some of them cease to support some of their other
pins then they will propagate the wave of Us further�
This is a bit complicated� We considered the simpler approach to reset the network and

restate all remaining facts anew� This is not obviously infeasible because all the propagation
is localized in a small part of the network� But if the user has stated� say� �� facts then s�he
would have had to experience a �� times bigger delay than the normal interaction delay�
which may be intolerable�

��� Con�ict Resolution

When the system or the user tries to change a proposition from a de	nite �non�U� state to
the opposite state� a con�ict situation occurs� It has to be resolved by withdrawing some
of the clashing facts� The system cannot do this by itself because it does not know which
of these are actually true � of higher priority� �Unlike ATMS ���� the system never makes
assumptions itself�� What it can do is to present the user with the con�icting facts and ask
him�her to choose� These facts are being collected starting from the point of con�ict by
�almost� the same support�collection algorithm described in the previous subsection� The
di�erence is that here we need not only an answer to the question �Does anybody support
you�� but the set of support itself� The set of support has and And�Or�tree structure the
Ts on the inputs of an And gate support the T on the output in a di�erent manner then they
would in an Or gate� Namely� in the And case the Ts are both needed� while in the Or case
either one su�ces� Therefore if one wishes to turn the output to U one will have to unset
either of the inputs in the former case and both of them in the latter case�
This structure can be represented either by the traditional And�Or�tree or by putting

di�erent types of lines in the margin� like for a system of equations �Figure ��� The latter
would make the interface simpler� but if we want to avoid duplication of propositions �for
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example fact� and fact� might be the same proposition� then we will have to adopt the
tree scheme and generalize it to an acyclic graph�
In either case� the user simply points which branch �or both� of an Or node s�he would

like to cancel� The point of con�ict corresponds to the root of the tree and is an Or node
one of the two �parties� supporting the two con�icting values should resign�

��� Goal Propagation

The goal of a consultation is to reach some conclusion� All possible conclusions �outcomes
of a consultation� in the domain under consideration are known a priori they are the
resolutions attached to Impl operations �rules�� Therefore it is possible to advise the user
what �additional� information s�he should supply in order to reach certain conclusion�s��
Namely� this is the And�Or tree of �yet not established� facts which would support a T in
the input proposition of the Impl� Collecting this tree is di�erent from the collection process
for con�ict resolution because the facts are not stated yet and therefore no support arrows
exist� Fortunately such a structure can be generated based solely on the logical properties
of the gates and the structure of the BCPN� The process stops at propositions which are
linked to the higher level �KB� and thus accessible to the user� If the user does not know
the value of such terminal proposition� s�he may opt to ask further what other propositions
should be set to infer the value of the terminal proposition�
This �goal propagation� corresponds in some sense to backward propagation in tradi�

tional ES�

� Problems with BCPN

In this section we describe the problems we have identi	ed in BCPN and possible approaches
for their solution�

��� Employing Constraint Satisfaction

The most important problem is that sometimes propagation alone is not su�cient to infer
everything deducible� An example is given on Figure � �this situation presents two Or gates
in state 
� from Table 
�� Propositions d and e say that a� b � T and b� c � T� The OneOf
gate says that a and c cannot both be T� Thus� the only possibility is b � T and a � c � F�
But this cannot be inferred by propagation of the two T values in d and e�
This is not a purposely contrived con	guration� it appears naturally when representing

numeric values �see Section ���� do not pay attention to the numbers on the 	gure yet��
Therefore some other methods should be employed to amend this de	ciency� We generally

call them Constraint Satisfaction �as opposed to Constraint Propagation�� An enormous
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amount of research has been performed in this area in connection with Constraint Satisfaction
Problems �CSP� �e�g� see ��� �� ��� and Constraint Logic Programming �CLP�� The main
problem is to localize the constrained con	guration both spatially �in a small part of the
BCPN� and temporally �at a certain moment in time��
Because of the large size of the network� standard backtracking approaches to CSP are

inappropriate� Some approaches from CSP seem applicable� e�g� interchangeability ���� artic�
ulation nodes ���� Also relevant are approaches from CLP� e�g� arbitrary boolean expressions
are supported and solved in Prolog III ��� �see also �
��� But the allowable systems of con�
straints in Prolog III are much smaller than the size of BCPN� and the scalability of that
method is questionable�
An approach in the spirit of ATMS ��� would be the system to assume each one of T and F

for a proposition and see whether both set some other proposition�s� to some de	nite values�
However it is infeasible to trigger such tests before the constrained situation is localized� and
the approach gives no hint in this respect�
We came up with a simple solution presented on Figure �� An auxiliary And gate is added

b

OneOf And

Or

d

e

Or
c

a

Figure � A simple solution adding an And gate

during compilation which �injects� the correct value into b as soon as d and e are set to T�
This solution eliminates the temporal localization problem and does not impose any changes
to the inference mechanism� But it increases the size of the BCPN and furthermore it is not
quite clear �yet� how to identify where such additional gates are needed �except for some
standard con	gurations like intersected numeric intervals� see Section ����� In other words�
the spatial localization problem remains�
We hope this is not very much of a problem because it occurs rarely and because it only

concerns the completeness of the deduction but not its soundness� As a consolation� the
strength of BCPN is in the propagation� not in the satisfaction�
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��� BCPN Veri�cation and Optimization

Typically BCPN contains a lot of redundancies a proposition can be set from another
proposition bymany di�erent �and sometimes implying each other� paths� Such redundancies
are not immediately obvious to the knowledge engineers and they create a lot of unneeded
links �just to be sure�� A similar problem is a closed loop of propositions which imply each
other� In this case they all can be reduced to a single node� A third related problem is a
permanent con�ict two chains of propositions which would always imply opposite values
at a certain node� This is an inconsistency in the KB which should be detected at compile
time� Other things to check for are unconnected nodes� not fully connected operations� etc�
At runtime similar redundancies and inconsistencies are normally present and cause no

harm because they are conditional upon a certain combination of �controlling� propositions�
For example� if an input of an And �the �controlling� one� is T then the And transmits
transparently and bidirectionally between its other input and its output which creates con�
ditions for redundant�inconsistent loops� But static redundancies�inconsistencies should be
detected by a preprocessing veri	er and reported to the knowledge engineer� This program
should also try to factor out common subnetworks� Its job may also include introducing

redundancies to implement the solution mentioned in the previous subsection�
Currently we only implemented a simple common�subexpression eliminator which takes

into account only some of the algebraic properties of the operations �commutativity� asso�
ciativity� but not their logical properties�

� Possible Extensions to BCPN

��� Temporal Reasoning

Temporal reasoning can be incorporated in BCPN with relative ease� One can attach to each
proposition a history list holding its values from the past with time tags attached to them�
It would be pro	table to have distributed �nonuniform� time because typically only a small
number of gates triggers at a given propagation cycle �which corresponds to an instant of
the simulated time�� This is similar to the approach adopted in modern electrical simulators
where the time granularity is 	ner in the more active areas of the circuit and coarser in the
passive ones� The user should be able to inspect and modify these history lists� though it
would be more convenient for him�her to do so in a uniform manner �by setting the global
time�� If a user decides to �change the history� in some past moment then all history lists
a�ected should be reevaluated from that moment onward� Hopefully this reevaluation will
not have to go up to the present �at least not for all propositions� because the old and the
changed histories may converge at an earlier point� More importantly� it will not spoil the
aforementioned spatial locality of change�
The only real problem is to incorporate rules that access histories� Some language should

be adopted for describing such temporal rules �e�g� �If your salary two years ago was �
�����
then � � ��� and they are to be implemented in the inference engine� An obvious way to go
without it is to de	ne a separate parameter Salary�YearsAgo� but this is clumsy�

��� True Numeric Variables

Currently BCPN supports only numeric variables which are reduced to a set of ranges con�
nected by OneOf� Now the problem from Section ��
 �Figure �� appears naturally if there
are two independent scales over which a numeric variable has some relevance� For we will
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have to intersect the two scales to get the atomic intervals a� b and c and then Or them to
reconstruct the original intervals d and e� If the user has stated that the parameter is both
between 
��� � � ��� and ���� � � ���� then the program should be able to intersect d and e and
deduce that the value is in b�

� Concluding Remarks

We described a simple but powerful inference architecture which is useful for building highly�
interactive Knowledge�Based Systems in simply�structured yet very large domains�
In contrast to the TMS approach of Doyle ���� the BCPN module provides not only truth

maintenance �actually� justi	cation maintenance�� but also truth inference �propagation��
The knowledge that the BCPNmodule has about logic gates allows it to optimize justi	cation
maintenance and use basically the same algorithms for both justi	cation maintenance and
propagation �the similarity of T�F�propagation and U�propagation mentioned in Section ���
During our development we found that the standard constraint satisfaction approaches

are unsuitable for BCPN due to its large size and relative sparseness of constrained situations�
An important property of BCPN is that since the density of connections does not depend

on the KB size� the speed of the propagation �nodes�second� is independent on the KB size�
Furthermore real KBs are �chunked� in a number of loosely connected parts so the average
�free run� of the propagation is also independent on the KB size� This makes the propagation
cycle and response times independent of the KB size� thus the approach is well�scalable�
BCPN is the base of the Intelligent Workstation project of Sirma International�

The current version of BCPN is written in C  and took some one man�year to develop�
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